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Abstract: From 19 July 2022 to 31 August 2022, a rare persistent drought and heat event occurred
in the middle of the Yangtze River basin (MYRB). Normalized difference vegetation Index (NDVI)
over 25% of the area decreased more than 0.05 compared with the climatology, causing extremely
agricultural drought disaster and economic losses to China. Previous studies have shown that
the occurrence of compound drought and heat events (CDHEs) in the MYRB was associated with
intra-seasonal oscillations (ISOs) from different latitudes. Nevertheless, what was the role of ISOs
at different latitudes in the formation of the CDHE? To address this question, this paper designed a
numerical simulation experiment of partial lateral forcing to investigate the changes in meteorological
elements by removing the signals of ISOs on different lateral boundaries. We found that the wave
series formed in the upper troposphere at 200 hPa played a significant role in the occurrence of the
CDHE in the northern part of the MYRB in this progress. It was found that the ISO component of
the northern boundary caused the mean temperature to rise by 2.4 ◦C and aggravated the drought
in 53.7% of the region. On the other hand, the anticyclone anomaly in the lower troposphere at
800 hPa had a continuous impact on the southern and eastern boundaries. It was found that the ISO
component of these two boundaries can increase the average temperature by 1.93 ◦C in the MYRB
and intensify the drought in 49.7% of the area. In the developing period of the CDHE, the South
Asian high and the Western North Pacific subtropical high were coupled with each other and jointly
controlled the MYRB, so that the significant positive geopotential height anomaly stayed above the
MYRB for a long time, which was conducive to the development of local subsidence. The results of
this paper will help to better understand the formation mechanism of CDHEs in the MYRB and assist
meteorologists to prevent and forecast the occurrence of CDHEs in advance.

Keywords: partial lateral forcing experiment; compound drought and heat event (CDHE); middle
of the Yangtze River basin (MYRB); meteorological drought composite index (MCI); intraseasonal
oscillations (ISO)

1. Introduction

The latest study from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) shows
that the average surface temperature of Earth has risen at a rate faster than any prior
50-year period in the preceding two thousand years [1]. Although China has made great
contributions to controlling the greenhouse effect, the warming rate of China is apparently
higher than that of other countries during the same period. Using temperature data from
360 stations throughout China spanning 50 years, Zhang et al. [2] discovered a yearly
increase in surface soil temperature of 0.0038 ◦C. Simultaneously, several regions in China
have seen an alarming upward trend in the regularity, severity, and total area impacted by
intense heatwave occurrences. Moreover, the growing frequency of compound drought and
heat events (CDHEs) has led to substantial losses in the agricultural and manufacturing
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sectors [3]. Among them, the possibility is frequent that CDHEs occur in the middle of
the Yangtze River basin (MYRB) and eastern China [4,5]. Farmers cannot gather crops,
and workers are unable to create wealth, because of CDHEs. Therefore, it is incumbent
upon those working in meteorology to investigate the causes of CDHEs and provide
accurate forecasts.

It was reported that the greenhouse effect and atmospheric circulation anomalies
brought about regional heatwave events. Regional CDHEs are often induced by atmo-
spheric circulation anomalies, such as those brought on by the El Nino-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) [6–8]. One of the key drivers of regional CDHEs in the MYRB is a large-scale
atmospheric anomaly caused by the eastward and northward anomalies of the South Asian
high (SAH) and the northward anomaly of the subtropical high ridge [9]. The sub-seasonal
atmospheric system is the culprit behind the continuous circulation anomaly. The heatwave
events and precipitation anomalies that are located in southern China and the MYRB are
connected to intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs) [10,11].

Sub-seasonal fluctuations from tropical areas and low-frequency fluctuations from
mid-high latitudes usually occur in the MYRB [12]. Consequently, both types of fluctu-
ations further influence the CDHEs over the MYRB [13,14]. For instance, Hsu et al. [15]
found that ISOs originating from mid-to-high latitudes had a significant impact on the
frequency with which heatwave events occur across the MYRB. Lu et al. [16] discovered
that the warm and moist air carried by the tropical atmospheric convection and the cold
air activity accompanied by the propagation of the Rossby wave train in the mid-high
latitudes induce water vapor convergence in the southern region of China. They also
demonstrated that the tropical and mid–high latitudes are impacted by atmospheric ISO
signals, which has implications for the sort of aberrant precipitation events occurring in the
southern hemisphere.

Sub-seasonal atmospheric oscillations from different latitudes interact, creating a
central topic in the study of persistent CDHEs in the MYRB. However, how to differentiate
between ISOs from various latitudes in terms of their contributions to CDHEs is still an
unanswered question. The regional climate model, which employs dynamical downscaling
techniques to take local topography information into account, is more successful than
the global climate model for studying sub-seasonal climatic systems [17]. By comparing
the outcomes of numerical simulations with ISO signals over a certain time period, some
meteorological researchers attempt to quantify the impacts of various signals on regional
climatic anomalies. For example, Hu et al. [18] studied the characteristics and causes of
the dominant ISO that controlled the eastern Tibetan Plateau summer rainfall (ETPSR),
and they discovered that the ISO over the ETPSR exhibits a vertical dipole pattern of
geopotential height during the dry phase. Shi et al. [19] found a significant influence of
BSISO on tropical cyclone (TC) rainstorms along the southeast coast of China by diagnosing
the link between BSISO in eight different phases and monsoon rainstorms.

From late July to August 2022, a large-scale continuous CDHE occurred in the MYRB.
The high-temperature weather in August was the most serious in the same period of history
in China since 1961. It had characteristics of a long duration, a wide range of influence,
and obvious extremeness. Affected by the high temperature, the area of affected crops in
some provinces reached 4.076 ×106 hectares, including Sichuan, Hunan, Hubei, etc. [20].
Furthermore, the CDHE also caused a large quantity of wildfires in this period, which
resulted in direct economic losses of CNY 32.8 billion. For the purposes of this paper, “PLF”
refers to the partial lateral forcing experiment developed for WRF by Yang and Wang [21].
The experiment combines numerical simulation methods and dynamic diagnostic analysis
to explore the development mechanism of the above CDHE.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset and Methods

In this research, concentration was primarily on the MYRB in South China (24◦–36◦N,
104◦–120◦E). The dataset included the ERA5 reanalysis data provided by the European
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Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, with grids of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦, consisting of
37 layers in the vertical direction and 4 layers of ground soil data [22]. For assessing
vegetation status, the versatility of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) has
surpassed all other indices, as noted by Huang et al. This is because of its easy accessibility,
long history, and simplicity [23]. In addition, we chose to use the NDVI datasets from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration that cover the years 2000 to the present.
The grid was 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ and included 13 layers of scientific datasets [24]. The satellite
NDVI is derived from the MODIS/Terra Vegetation Indices 16-day L3 Global 0.05Deg CMG
V006 dataset [25], and is used to monitoring drought conditions. We focus on the studying
period of this CDHE. Therefore, two 16-day periods (28 July–12 August and 13 August–28
August) were used, and the horizontal resolution was 0.05◦ × 0.05◦.

As a CDHE contains two parts, the heatwave event and the drought event, the criteria
of the two events need to be given separately when defining such compound disasters.
These two criteria are explained below. According to the criteria established by Qi et al. [26],
a heatwave event across the south China may be recognized if the daily mean temperature
in a region rises beyond the 95th percentile for at least two consecutive days (defined over
1981–2010). A drought event can be recognized when more than 50% of the stations have a
meteorological drought composite index (MCI) less than −1. Xie et al. discovered that the
MCI index was superior to the standardized precipitation index, the standardized weighted
precipitation index, and the moisture index in terms of geographical and temporal drought
diagnostic capacity, diagnostic ability for typical drought processes, and correlation with
drought disaster over the MYRB [27]. The MCI information used station data provided
by the National Climate Center of China, and 943 stations in the MYRB were chosen to
analyze their respective data (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The terrain condition of South China (shading; m). The white dots mark the stations whose
MCI data are used in this study.

The MCI corresponding to different drought levels is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Different MCIs and their corresponding drought level [28].

Level Type MCI

1 No drought −0.5 < MCI
2 Light drought (I) −1.0 < MCI ≤ −0.5
3 Moderate drought (II) −1.5 < MCI ≤ −1.0
4 Severe drought (III) −2.0 < MCI ≤ −1.5
5 Extreme drought (IV) MCI ≤ −2.0

The above table shows that at least 50% of the stations reached the level of moderate
drought at the time of drought events. In this study, the MCI is calculated with reference
to the Grades of Meteorological Drought 2017 edition [28], and the formula is shown
as follows:

MCI = Ka× (a× SPIW60 + b×MI30 + c× SPI90 + d× SPI150) (1)

where Ka is the seasonal adjustment coefficient and Ka = 1.2 for South China in July/August.
a, b, c, and d are weighting factors and a = 0.5, b = 0.6, c = 0.2, and d = 0.1 for this research.
Additionally, SPI90 and SPI150 represent the standardized precipitation index for the
previous 90 and 150 days, respectively. SPIW60 is the standardized weighted precipitation
index for the previous 60 days and MI30 represents the moisture index for the previous 30
days, with the intermediate variable PET (potential evapotranspiration) calculated with
the Thornthwaite method [29]. To assess the accuracy of each run’s drought simulation,
the MCI index was computed day-by-day at each grid point using the aforementioned
definition. In summary, the two criteria above were combined and CDHE was defined
as follows. A CDHE is considered to have occurred if both high temperature events and
drought events occur within seven consecutive days. The start and end of CDHE are
determined by both the high temperature event and the drought event.

The above definition shows that the occurrence of CDHEs at small and medium
scales is closely relevant to the local temperature tendency, and the probability of CDHEs
occurring increases when the local temperature is high. Horizontal temperature advection,
adiabatic processes generated by vertical motion, and the apparent heat source in the
atmosphere all play a role in shaping the local temperature trend, which may be formulated
as [30]:

∂T
∂t

= −V·∇T + ωσ +
Q1

cp
(2)

where σ = RT
cp p −

∂T
∂p represents static stability, with R representing the gas constant and

cp representing the specific heat at constant pressure, and Q1 represents the diabatic heat-
ing, which includes radiative heating, latent heating, surface heat flux, and subgrid-scale
processes. The four terms in Equation (2) stand for the temperature tendency, horizontal
advection of temperature, vertical transport, and diabatic heating. Using ERA5 meteorolog-
ical data, we estimated the temperature balance at 800 hPa across time intervals to isolate
the effects of these four distinct physical processes. Meteorological data from ERA5 were
used to determine the first three terms, and the fourth term was derived from the first
three [31].

Furthermore, the ISO component was extracted by first subtracting the summer mean
from the ERA5 meteorological reanalysis data and then subtracting the synoptic fluctuations
by using a 5-day running mean to locate regions of significant anomalies in the ISOs, all
in reference to the method by Lu et al. [32]. There is also a need to determine the moving
propagation direction of the ISOs as the basis for numerical experiments. The wave action
fluxes commonly used in the current atmospheric dynamic diagnosis of Rossby wave
propagation are the Plumb wave action flux, the TN wave action flux, and the local EP flux,
respectively. Shi et al. [33] demonstrated that the TN wave action flux was an improvement
on the Plumb wave action flux, and had the advantage of directly reflecting the time-to-time
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evolution of Rossby long waves compared with the local EP flux. In brief, we adopted the
TN wave action flux, which is more suitable for the diagnostic requirements of this study,
and the formulation is expressed as [34]:

W =
1

2|U|

u
(
ψ′x

2 − ψ′ψ′xx
)
+ v
(

ψ′xψ′y − ψ′ψ′xy

)
u
(

ψ′xψ′y − ψ′ψ′xy

)
+ v
(

ψ′y
2 − ψ′ψ′yy

) (3)

where W is the transverse momentum flux of TN waves, U is the wind speed, and u and
v are the zonal and meridional winds, respectively. Partial derivatives are denoted by
subscripts, and the parameter ψ stands for the stream function.

2.2. Model and Experimental Design

The Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF V4.4), a regional and nonhydro-
static atmospheric simulation system using sigma terrain tracking coordinates [35], was
used for this study. All trials were conducted between 19 July and 31 August. According to
previous studies on simulations of drought events in South China, our chosen parameteriza-
tion schemes included the WSM3 cloud microphysics scheme [36], the CAM longwave and
shortwave radiation schemes [37], the MYJ near-surface and boundary layer schemes [38],
the Noah land surface model [39], and the Betts–Miller–Janjic cumulus scheme [40,41].

The simulation area roughly covers the region of 24–36◦N, 104–120◦E, with a horizontal
grid distance of 9 km and a boundary buffer set at 5 grid points. The initial field, as well
as the boundary conditions for the experiment, were taken from the ERA5 reanalysis data
at 6-h intervals, with a total of 37 layers to 1 hPa in the vertical direction aloft, including
horizontal wind, geopotential height, vertical velocity, and specific humidity. The soil
data included 4 layers down to 289 cm below the surface, including soil temperature
and moisture.

In this article, we aim to answer the following two questions. How much do different
ISO signals in the tropics and mid- and high-latitudes contribute to this persistent CDHE?
How can the contribution of the ISO signals be distinguished? To answer these two
questions, we made use of the PLF experiments designed by Yang and Wang [21]. Yang et al.
already conducted the PLF experiment in 2015 to examine an exceptional heavy rainfall
event that happened in East Asia in 1998 [42], and again in 2018 they used it to analyze
the TC05A [21], which occurred in November 2011. Both experiments yielded excellent
outcomes, demonstrating that the PLF experiment is an effective tool for discovering the
main components governing extreme events via regional climate modeling. Even though it
has been used in several studies that show its benefits, the most important reason is that
it can quantitatively analyze the influence of ISOs from different latitudes. Consequently,
the selection of the PLF experiment was necessary and appropriate for our investigation.
First, the boundary field with the ISO signal removed was defined as the boundary field
for the sensitivity experiment, with the initial field unchanged. Second, based on the
observation results, three sensitivity experiments, RMV-N, RMV-SE, and RMV-NSE, were
carried out, representing the removal of the ISO signals at the northern boundary, the
southern and eastern boundaries, and all three boundaries, respectively. Our research
indicated that the upper troposphere affected the northern boundary of the MYRB, whereas
the lower troposphere influenced the eastern and southern boundaries of the MYRB, as
discussed in detail in Section 3.1, which led us to choose these three sensitivity experiments.
In generating boundary fields for sensitivity experiments, the respective intraseasonal
signals were removed for all meteorological elements on the corresponding sides, including
wind speed, temperature, and specific humidity. The final conclusions were obtained by
using a two-sample t-test to test the significance of the differences between the sensitivity
and control experiments. The same physical parameterization scheme is used for each
experiment. Details of the experiments are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Details of the PLF experiment.

Control RMV-N RMV-SE RMV-NSE

Domain 24◦–36◦N, 104◦–120◦E 24◦–36◦N, 104◦–120◦E 24◦–36◦N, 104◦–120◦E 24◦–36◦N, 104◦–120◦E

ISO Removed Unprocessed Northern Boundary Southern and Eastern
Boundary N, S, and E Boundary

Initial field
Original field

generated from
ERA5 data

Same as Control Same as Control Same as Control

Boundary field
Original field

generated from
ERA5 data

ISO removed from N
Boundary

ISO removed from SE
Boundary

ISO removed from NSE
Boundary

Physical
Parameterization

Refer to paragraph one
of Section 2.2 Same as Control Same as Control Same as Control

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Overview of the Event

From 19 July 2022 to 31 August 2022, a rare CDHE occurred in southern China whose
influence range was the largest in the same period in history, causing extremely serious
economic losses within China. It triggered widespread drought, low lake water levels, and
reduced food production [43]. Therefore, mathematical and statistical methods were used
and wavelet analysis was performed on the ISO component of the area average surface
temperature (Tm) to further understand the cause of this event.

The NDVI in South China in early (28 July–12 August) and late (13 August–28 August)
August is shown in Figure 2. By comparing the climatology NDVI with the 2022 index,
it is clear that in late August the NDVI dropped in a large area in South China, and the
NDVI in the MYRB over 25% areas deceased more than 0.05 compared with the climatology.
Moreover, the decline in NDVI in eastern Sichuan and western Chongqing reached 0.2,
leading to widespread wildfires in the mountain areas in Chongqing. There was also
considerable decline in northern Hubei and southern Henan and the area with a declining
NDVI corresponded with the drought area generally. In early August, there was also a
small part of area in showing a decline trend but not that significant as in late August,
indicating that the drought event mainly occurred in late August, in correspondence with
the data shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, the area average maximum temperature from 24 July to 27
July and 1 August 1 to 25 August remained at 32 ◦C and above and reached a maximum
value of 35 ◦C near 13 August. The temperature anomaly in the eastern plain area reached
2–3 ◦C relative to the same period in history, and the temperature anomaly in the western
Sichuan-Chongqing area was as high as 5 ◦C. Due to the decrease in precipitation caused
by this event, it can be seen from the MCI index that the proportion of stations having a
moderate drought or more severe conditions increased rapidly after 7 August, jumping to
a maximum of 67.5% on 24 August.

Figure 4 shows that the ISO signal of the area average 2 m temperature in summer
2022 had two obvious fluctuation periods of 10–30 and 32–48 days, and the periods passed
the 95% significance test in the panel spectrum, showing obvious ISO characteristics.
Nevertheless, only the 16–22-day range in the power spectrum passed the 95% significance
test. Therefore, taking these two factors into consideration, we conclude that the ISO signal
had a fluctuation period of 10–30 days. To study the influence of ISO signals on the CDHE,
this event was divided into eight periods, in which P1–5 was the development period of the
heatwave event, and the average maximum temperature in the region peaked at P5. In P4–8,
drought events developed gradually, with moderate drought areas gradually expanding
and peaking at P7. Therefore, the period during which the events were developing is the
primary focus of our research. We defined P1–5 as the heatwave development period and
P3–7 as the drought development period.
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Figure 5a mainly shows the location of the SAH as well as the Western North Pacific
subtropical high (WNPSH) during this heatwave episode and in the summer of 2022.
During the heatwave event, WNPSH shifted dramatically westward from its average
position in the summer of 2022, reaching as far as 93◦E, covering most areas of southern
China. At the same time, the eastward extension of SAH at 200 hPa was obvious, reaching as
far as 138◦E, affecting the MYRB, the Korean Peninsula, and parts of Japan. The combined
effect of the two systems enhanced subsidence and divergence, resulting in the CDHE
in the MYRB. In addition, we compared the summer average location in 2022 with the
50-year average location of SAH and WNPSH and found that the summer average location
of SAH and WNPSH partially moved, but there was not much difference between the two
(Figure 5b). In summary, it can be considered that the ISOs in the atmospheric circulation
had an important impact on the occurrence and development of this CDHE, resulting in
a long stay of SAH and WNPSH in summer in China, and playing a leading role in the
occurrence of the temperature anomaly in the MYRB.

As shown in Figure 6, in P1–2, the MYRB was mainly affected by the negative geopo-
tential height anomalous large value area in Mongolia at 200 hPa. In P3–5, the anomalous
area gradually transformed into a positive anomaly, and the positive anomaly continued to
intensify, causing the SAH to extend eastward, thereby controlling the MYRB. At the same
time, there was always a series of positive and negative geopotential height anomalies in
the midlatitude westerly wind belt above Eurasia at 200 hPa, having obvious wave series
characteristics. The positive anomalous centers in the zonal wave series above Mongo-
lia continued to affect the northern boundary of MYRB in P3–5, and the intensity of the
anomalous centers increased significantly. At 800 hPa, the MYRB in P1–3 was affected by
the positive anomaly and was dominated by the southerly with significant warm advection.
In P4–5, the southern and eastern boundaries of the MYRB were constantly affected by the
southeasterly anomaly, which transported negative vorticity over southern China. This
further aggravated the positive geopotential height anomaly and was accompanied by
wave fluxes transported northward. In the developing period of the heatwave event, the
SAH and the WNPSH were coupled with each other and jointly controlled the MYRB so
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that the significant positive geopotential height anomaly stayed above the MYRB for a long
period, which was conducive to the development of local subsidence.
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Figure 5. (a) Mean location of SAH (green solid line) and WNPSH (pink solid line) and temperature
anomaly during the heatwave event (shading; ◦C) compared with the 2022 summer average location
of SAH (green dashed line) and WNPSH (pink dashed line). (b) The 2022 summer mean location
of SAH (green solid line) and WNPSH (pink solid line) compared with the climatology locations
(dashed lines). The location of SAH is marked by the 12,540 gpm line in 200 hPa and the location of
the WNPSH is marked by the 5880 gpm line in 500 hPa. The red and blue box marks South China.

To further explore the evolution characteristics of ISOs in this event, we extracted
the 10–30-day ISO components in the upper and lower troposphere, which are demon-
strated in Figure 7. In P1–2, there was a significant negative geopotential height anomaly at
200 hPa above the MYRB, forming a strong cyclonic anomaly at 800 hPa in P2. According
to Figure 8a, the local temperature of the MYRB oscillates due to the combined effect of
the upper and lower troposphere. The temperature advection was positive at this time,
transporting warm advection to the MYRB so that the local temperature rose (Figure 8b),
laying the foundation for the occurrence of the heatwave event. In P3–4, the center of the
positive geopotential height anomaly at 200 hPa gradually moved from Balkhash Lake
toward the MYRB, so that the cyclonic anomaly at 800 hPa turned into an anticyclonic
anomaly, continuously transporting negative vorticity into the MYRB. Anticyclone anoma-
lies appeared simultaneously in both the upper and lower levels and produced continuous
and stable subsidence. In this period, the positive geopotential height anomaly in the
upper troposphere and the adiabatic heating brought by the lower troposphere (Figure 7a)
played a leading role in the temperature budget, becoming the main trigger for rises in
temperature. The positive anomaly center at 200 hPa in P5–6 gradually weakened, and
the anticyclone anomaly at 800 hPa gradually moved away, with the temperature reaching
the peak with only tiny changes (Figure 8a). In this period, the heatwave persisted for
a long period of time, exacerbating the drought (Figure 3). In the last two periods, the
positive geopotential height anomaly in the upper troposphere gradually transformed into
a negative geopotential height anomaly, and the anticyclone anomaly in the lower level
transformed into a cyclone anomaly. The temperature dropped sharply, and the heatwave
event ended (Figure 3).
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and wind anomalies (streamlines; m/s) in P1–5 at 800 hPa. The red box marks South China.
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Figure 7. ISO component of geopotential height (shading; gpm) at 200 hPa and wind (vectors; m/s) at
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The big blue arrow is to show the movement of the geopotential height anomaly influencing South
China at 200 hPa. The red box marks South China.
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Figure 8. (a) Temperature budget analysis results at 800 hPa in P1–6 over the MYRB. The four
columns denote temperature tendency, horizontal advection of temperature, adiabatic heating related
to vertical movement, and diabatic heating, respectively (K/day). (b) Temperature advection (shading;
K/day) in P1–5 over South China.
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3.2. CDHE Evaluation for the Control

As was said before, a significant factor in this heatwave was a profound positive
geopotential height anomaly over the whole troposphere. However, what are the effects of
the circulation anomaly with a wave train characteristic from middle and high latitudes
at 200 hPa and the ISO fluctuations from the tropical area at 800 hPa on the MYRB, and
how much did they contribute to the heatwave event in different regions? To answer the
above questions, PLF experiments were introduced into this study to simulate atmospheric
evolutions over southern China when different signals were absent.

Comparing the time series of average maximum temperature in the MYRB of the
control run and the reanalysis data (Figure 9a), the trend and the fluctuations of temperature
series in the control run were basically consistent with those of the reanalysis data, but
the amplitude was reduced by 2–3 ◦C on average. Figure 9b shows that the soil moisture
in both the control run and the reanalysis data continued to decrease during the event
and rebounded around 25 August, and the difference in the amplitude of the MI30 index
between the control run and the actual data was not obvious. The simulation results were
basically consistent with the actual situation. Figure 9c,d show the maximum ground
temperature of the control run and the reanalysis data, respectively. The heatwave event
mainly occurred in the Sichuan Basin and the central and eastern parts of the region.
The control run basically demonstrated the distribution of the area with a maximum
temperature above 35 ◦C, but the simulation ability in the southern part of the region was
weak (Figure 9c). According to the wind field in the MYRB at 850 hPa, the results of the
control run were quite similar to the reanalysis data, showing that the area was mainly
controlled by the southerly. During the heatwave event, the drought level gradually rose,
and by 24 August, the stations with a light drought or more severe reached 85.15%, and the
stations with a moderate drought or more severe reached 67.55%.
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Figure 9. (a) Area average Tmax of South China in the control run (blue line; ◦C) and ERA5 reanalysis
data (red line; ◦C). (b) Area average soil moisture (SMOIS) and MI30 in the control run (red line
for SMOIS; m3 m−3, purple line for MI30) and ERA5 reanalysis data (blue line for SMOIS; m3 m−3,
yellow line for MI30). (c,d) Average Tmax (shading; ◦C) and wind at 850 hPa (streamlines; m s−1) in
the heatwave event in (c) the control run and (d) ERA5 reanalysis data.
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Compared with P1, the soil moisture in most areas in the MYRB in P3-6 decreased
significantly with time, except at the junction of Guizhou Province and Yunnan Province,
and the maximum decrease reached 0.06 m3m−3 (Figure 10). The continuous soil moisture
decline was also consistent with the decline in MI30 shown in Figure 9b, reflecting the wide
range of this event. In summary, it can be considered that the control run can simulate the
CDHE in the MYRB well.
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Figure 10. The decline in soil moisture (shading; m3 m−3) in P3–6 compared with P1 in the control
run. The data have been subjected to a 3-by-3 kernel convolution.

3.3. ISOs’ Influence on the CDHE in PLF Trials

To obtain the influence of different ISO signals from extratropical and tropical areas
on the CDHE, three PLF experiments were performed, including RMV-N, RMV-SE, and
RMV-NSE. Comparing the results of the sensitive runs with the control run, it was found
that the area average maximum temperature in all sensitive runs decreased to a certain
extent, but the levels of the decrease were significantly different. At the beginning part of
the event (19 July–3 August), the removal of ISO signals on all three boundaries did not
have a significant impact on the area average maximum temperature. However, when the
event entered the late period (P3–P5), the ISO first affected the northern boundary of the
MYRB (Figure 11a) and began to affect the south and east boundaries of the MYRB on 9
August (Figure 11b). After that, the impact of the extratropical ISO ended earlier than the
tropical ISO signal. In P5, the area average temperature difference between the control
run and the RMV-N and RMV-SE runs reached 2.4 ◦C and 1.93 ◦C, respectively. As shown
in Figure 11d,e, during the heatwave event, the influence of the extratropical ISO mainly
concentrated in the northwestern part of the study area, and the southern part of Shaanxi
Province showed the most significant difference. The maximum cooling amplitude was
more than 6 ◦C. The impact of the tropical ISO was mainly concentrated in the central
and eastern parts, and the maximum cooling amplitude was more than 5 ◦C. Comparing
the temperature changes in the two runs, it can be concluded that the influence of the
extratropical ISO was greater than that of the tropical ISO. As shown in Figure 11c, after
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removing the ISO signals from all three boundaries at the same time, the area average
maximum temperature dropped significantly, and the maximum cooling amplitude was
more than 7 ◦C, with a wider range of influence (Figure 11f). The combined effect of the
two ISOs had a conspicuous impact on this hot event.
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Figure 11. (a–c) Area average Tmax comparison between the control run (blue line; ◦C) and the
sensitivity runs (red lines; ◦C). (d–f) The difference in average Tmax (shading; ◦C) in sensitivity runs
compared with the control run. Slash hatches show that the area passed the 95% significance test.

As the heatwave event developed, it also caused a wide range of drought events.
Figure 12a–c shows the comparison of the MI30 index and the soil moisture between the
three sensitive runs and the control run in turn. When the ISO signal from the northern
boundary is removed (Figure 12a), it can be seen that the MI30 index and the soil moisture
had a significant rise after 3 August, and the gap between the two runs increased over time.
Figure 12d shows that most areas in the MYRB had a declining drought level in P6–7, and
the significant declining area mainly concentrated in the Sichuan Basin and the junction of
Henan and Hubei Provinces. Most grids north of 28◦N had one level declined (34.06% of
the total grids), and the proportion of grids having two levels declined was 19.64%. When
the ISO signal from the southern and eastern boundaries was removed, the increasing
trends of the MI30 index and soil moisture were consistent with those in the RMV-N run
(Figure 12b). From the change in drought level in P6–7 (Figure 12e), we can see that the
significant declining area mainly lay in the northeastern part of the MYRB, but the number
of grids with two levels declined was less than that in the RMV-N run, accounting for only
7.64% of the total grids. There were more grids with one level declined (42.06% of the
total grids), which showed that this drought event was more affected by the extratropical
ISO signal. After removing ISO signals from all three boundaries (Figure 12c,f), the MI30
index increased significantly. From 3 August to 19 August, the MI30 index increased by an
average of 1.36 compared with the control run, and the soil moisture increased the most
in all sensitive runs by 0.059 m3m−3. Correspondingly, the area with a declining drought
level expanded significantly, with a greater decline in most grids. Grids with one level
declined accounted for 41.33% of the total, and grids with two levels declined accounted
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for 28.12%. In summary, the CDHE was more affected by the extratropical ISO signal, and
the combined effect of two ISO signals jointly promoted this complex and serious CDHE.
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Figure 12. (a–c) Area average soil moisture (SMOIS) and MI30 comparison between the control run
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and blue box means one-level increase).

To gain further insight into the effect of ISOs on this CDHE, in Figure 13, the difference
in several meteorological elements between the control run and the RMV-NSE run is
shown. As shown in Figure 11a, in the late stage of the development of the heatwave event
(P3–5), the adiabatic heating decreased after removing the ISO components, leading to a
continuous temperature decrease in the MYRB and proving that the heatwave was mainly
caused by the ISO component. Figure 13b,c show that in P1 in the control run, no sign of
convergence or divergence was shown in the lower troposphere, and the upper troposphere
was dominated by positive horizontal divergence. As time passed, the lower troposphere
became divergent, and the upper layer became convergent, with airflow transported from
the upper level to the lower level. This top-down “pumping effect” caused consistent
subsidence in the troposphere. At the same time, there was a close relationship between
the vertical velocity and the horizontal divergence. As shown in Figure 13c, in the control
run in P1, the upper troposphere was mainly dominated by upward airflow, and the lower
troposphere was dominated by downward airflow. As time went by, the vertical movement
in the upper level of the MYRB gradually turned from upward movement to downward
movement under the influence of ISO signals, and the velocity of the lower subsidence
increased. Taking the filled contour map into consideration, it can be seen that if there
was no ISO influencing, the atmosphere status in both upper and lower levels would not
change much in P3–5, so the ISO signal had a very significant promotion effect on the
subsidence. It contributed to forming a continuous and stable downward movement and
intensifying the atmospheric subsidence warming effect. The specific analysis of each layer
in P3–5 is shown in Figure 13d–f. In the area north of 28◦N in the MYRB at 200 hPa, there
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was a significant positive geopotential height anomalous area, and the anomaly gradually
intensified with the increase in latitude, reflecting that the eastward shift of the SAH mainly
affected the northern part of the MYRB, which is also consistent with the results shown
in Figure 13a. As the WNPSH pushed positive geopotential height anomaly westward at
500 hPa, it effectively covered the entire MYRB. Although the difference in geopotential
height at 800 hPa was smaller than that at 200 and 500 hPa, it also showed a significant
positive anomaly. In short, the ISO caused the geopotential height of the entire troposphere
to rise, accompanied by the “pumping effect” of the convergence in the upper troposphere
and the divergence in the lower troposphere, causing regional subsidence over the MYRB
and the occurrence of this CDHE.
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Figure 13. (a) The decline in temperature budget in the RMV-NSE run compared with the control
run. The four columns denote temperature tendency, horizontal advection of temperature, adiabatic
heating related to vertical movement, and diabatic heating, respectively (K/day). (b) The decline in
divergence (shading; s−1) with the divergence in control run (black line, smoothened with 3-by-3
kernel convolution; s−1). (c) The decline in vertical speed (shading; Pa/s), with the black line showing
the vertical speed in control run (smoothened with 3-by-3 kernel convolution; Pa s−1). (d–f) The
decline in geopotential height (shading; gpm), with the yellow line showing the geopotential height
in control run (smoothened with 3-by-3 kernel convolution; Pa/s) at (d) 200 hPa, (e) 500 hPa, and
(f) 800 hPa. Slash hatches and blue lines denote areas that passed the 99% significant test.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the influence mechanism of ISO signals from extratropical and tropical
areas on a CDHE in the MYRB in the summer of 2022 was analyzed. During this event, the
wave series forming in the upper troposphere at 200 hPa played a significant role in the
occurrence of the CDHE in the northern part of the MYRB. By comparing the results of
the RMV-N run and the control run, it was found that the ISO component of the northern
boundary caused the mean temperature to rise by 2.4 ◦C and aggravated the drought in
53.7% of the region.

At the same time, the anticyclonic anomaly in the lower troposphere at 800 hPa had a
continuous impact on the southern and eastern boundaries. By comparing the results of
the RMV-SE run and the control run, it was found that the ISO component of these two
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boundaries can increase the average temperature by 1.93 ◦C in the MYRB and intensify the
drought in 49.7% of the area. The influence of the tropical ISO was weaker than that of the
extratropical ISO, but the two ISO signals were coupled with each other, and the combined
effect contributed to this severe CDHE together. By comparing the results of the RMV-NSE
run and the control run, it was found that the combined ISO components can increase the
average temperature by 3.91 ◦C in the MYRB and exacerbated the drought degree in 69.45%
of the region.

Therefore, under the combined effect of the above ISOs, the temperature increase in
the MYRB in the late period of the event was mainly caused by adiabatic heating, together
with the “pumping effect” through the whole troposphere forming a continuous and stable
subsidence, reducing the occurrence of precipitation and other weather. After the heatwave
event reached its peak, the high temperature began to drop rapidly, and the drought began
to become serious.

This paper quantifies the extent to which ISOs from both tropical and mid-latitudes
affect a persistent drought and hot disaster in the MYRB by designing PLF experiment.
However, the ISOs at different latitudes were not distinguished and might have interactions
between them [44]. Compound and interactive effects of ISOs from different latitudes
deserve further exploration. Therefore, in future studies, the causes and developments
of regional weather extremes can be investigated by analyzing the combined effects of
different ISOs. In addition, in this study the northern, southern, and eastern boundaries of
the MYRB are considered to be affected by the ISOs. As the source of the Yangtze River
lies in the Tibetan Plateau, the ISO fluctuations from the Tibetan Plateau can also affect the
weather conditions in the MYRB [45]. To further improve this study, we could take into
consideration the influence of the ISO from the Tibetan Plateau on the western boundary.
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